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Abstract
Adequacy and efficiency of Tamil language is examined within the context of cyberspace, primarily in terms of ease of use and the critical resource demand it places on digitisation. On identifying the nature and weight of the problem an ambitious proposal is made to change the transcription of Tamil letters.
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Introduction
“Tamil has a gravity of expression not found in any language” - Alexander Dubyanskiy, veteran Tamil scholar from Moscow State University.

A language with its measure of literacy rate has come to define the socio-economic development of people or country. For the languages that will survive tomorrow, it’s essential to consider two key aspects namely the “ease of learning” and its “suitability in the technical world”.

Why Ease of Learning?
A language that is easy to learn and write will be very advantageous. This is not to say that you can classify languages by complexity. Language complexity is a relative term. Our inherent ability to acquire a native language fluently- no matter what the complexity is – is one of cognitive wonder. However, research has shown that the ability to learn a second language deteriorates with age (Hartshorne). It is in the sphere of adult learning and second language learning that we could possibly get a glimpse of the complexity of a language.

If you consider adult learning, which is critically important for uplifting literacy rates desirably faster, one could easily deduce, it’s not the spoken form but the writing system that essentially dictates the literacy and arguably the complexity.

In this context of literacy, the difficulty of a language then is a measure of its writing system.

A person’s identity is his spoken language. Ideally, a person who speaks a language should be able to learn to write and read in a day. This is to say learning the symbol system that helps to transliterate the sounds of the language should be simple enough.

Unfortunately, one could argue older the language is, potentially complex is its writing system. Consider Tamil. Mere statement of fact that it has 247 unique symbols itself is daunting and may put off many who may show interest in learning it, no matter the enthusiasm that Alexander Dubyanskiy promotes.
There are ample examples how a simplified language could have a more profound impact on literacy rate thereby on socio economic development. There is no better and more visible example than the revolutionary work undertaken in China with pinyin, uplifting literacy rate from 20% to over 80% in phenomenal time (Yongbing; Xiao).

Why Suitability to the Technical World?

Another factor of importance of language is its suitability in the technological world. It could even determine the long-term survival of the language. A simple question “how easy and faster can you type a message on mobile using Tamil?” will help illustrate the importance of why one should consider how the language is used in the digital context. After all texting is currently the most popular form of communication (Noah) that has even overtaken verbal. The question is even more profound if you consider all activities related to language such as reading, writing (typing), and language manipulation cannot happen without involvement of technical interaction. Here language manipulation is taken to refer to things like translation and algorithmic manipulation for various applications including visual computer recognition to interact with future intelligent systems. Hence it should not come as a great surprise as to why it must be digitized and should be easy to use, for its survival.

Digitisation of a language has many factors. The most obvious one is the factor of encoding where characters of a language are encoded into digital form so that script of the language can be digitally represented in all digital platforms (to be part of Unicode). The effort to digitally encode has already led to simplification of many languages. Such changes to language have been observed along with significant revolutions in human history. As with many languages, reformation of script is not new to Tamil either. At various points in time, it went through several changes transforming itself from the oldest Tamil-Brahmi script to significant change with vattelluth (Wikipedia: Tamil Script; Subrahmanian). The recent and modern changes were popularly introduced by Veera-Ma-Munivar and Periyaar, driven primarily by the advent of print, making it more print friendly.

The other factor of importance is the proliferation and presence of wide variety information in digital form. Along with language models for translation of any content to and from other languages, availability of a large corpus of historical and current information is critical for digitisation of the language to drive its digital usage.

It’s the third factor of digitisation that is more relevant to the discussion here, namely the aspect of everyday communication in that language. A language must offer a simpler, intuitive, and persuasive mechanism that doesn’t demand relearning or realignment just for the purpose of digital communication.

The above is becoming increasingly important with the advent of AI. Aspects of entropy and complexity of language could become matters of life and death of that language. Entropy in this context is considered to mean both encoding and vocabulary-based entropy. Language may influence the speed of response when dealing with large data based neural systems. In a life critical system, be it medical or say self-driving car, choice of language may end up making key difference in microseconds of importance.

Consider the Tamil Unicode Table Below (Wikipedia: List of Unicode Characters)

It presents a problem. A Tamil writer not only have to contend with 247 letters to select from, but also has to do with quirks of writing that is however introduced with good intention such as ம or ந. It really requires relearning. Note that for simplification of the keyboard, along with vowels it’s the compound letters (எ: combined with the first vowel உ) that’s given not the consonants (ஏ). It demands a mental model of printed form kept in mind, in order to reproduce it as per this simplification. While it solves the problem of not having to encode all 247 charecters, it blatantly breaks the intuition and in fact adds additional complexity of learning curve. It’s likely to have a detrimental effect on the digitisation of Tamil and its use for communicative purposes like texting.

Hence, for the benefits of education, communication and better technology adoption, sections below look at the problem from the nature of Tamil script perspective.
Tamil Script & Adaptation problem

Tamil has 12 Vowels (refer to as life letters) and 18 consonants (refer to as body letters) and 216 explicit compound letters as shown below.

One of the key innovative milestones in language formation is the understanding that all the sound a language makes can be primarily reduced to vowels and consonants. Hence the function of a script is to offer perfect transcription as possible. This is to say script are used to write down the sounds so that it can be read or reproduced sounding the same. In this regard Tamil with its script offers one of the near perfect examples for phonetically least ambiguous language. A written word in Tamil always forms a clearly predictable one sound. Hence there is no need for separate phonetic alphabetic representation (like IPA) for learners to guide pronouncing or reading. Contrast this with English where, as an example, sound “See” could be transcribed as “Sea” or “See”. While this feature is neither a strength nor weakness in the inherent potential of a language, it help to show ambiguity in transcription vividly. Consider the word “cacophony”. Without phonetic alphabet it could be pronounced as ka-ko -fo-ny, while the correct pronunciation is kuh•ko•fuh•nee. While English deviated from phonetic orthography (graphemes (written symbols) correspond to the phonemes (spoken sounds)), Tamil remains one of the best examples of phonetically orthographic language.

It can be argued, most such phonetically orthographic languages are aided by the fact that even syllabic construct for words is explicitly transcribed. The compound letters of Tamil by combining a vowel
and consonant with all its combinations (subject to strict rule of consonant followed by a vowel), are indeed such transcription. As example, $\text{இ} (\text{ik}) + \text{ஆ} (\text{a}) = \text{இ ஆ} (\text{ka})$ and hence form the unit of syllable. It then naturally leads to rules like, a word can only start with a vowel or a combined letter. Combined letters essentially help avoid double consonant in transcription such as $\text{நரங்} (aa-mm-mm-aaa = amma for mother). Instead, the correct transcription $\text{னரங்}$ provides for combination of $\text{ந்} \text{ங்}$ as one compound letter $\text{நர்}$. This in fact inherently capture the important pronunciation rule for the phonetic sound of the language clearly in its transcription. However, there are words with double consonants like $\text{ஜப்பா} (\text{theerpu})$. It can be seen in such cases where omission of consonant that captured by the compound letter ($\text{ஜ்}$ captured in $\text{ஜப்பா}$) will not have a significant impact on the sound of the word and can be considered silent.

In corollary, we can also see there is always a possibility to form combine letters with vowel followed by a consonant. Lets say represents $\text{ஆ}$ and $\text{ஜ்}$ combined. Then the word for mother ($\text{நரங் ஆ} (\text{நரங் ஆ})$) can be written as “$\text{நரங் ஆ}$. Such explicit transcription would have added another 216 symbols to Tamil (making the total count to 463!). Should one follow this it may have shorten the words while potentially eliminating the need for consonant letters appearing in words.

The above discussion also helps illustrate an important point. Larger the character set, simpler can be the words with lesser no of characters (hence lesser footprint) but with higher level of complexity in initial learning and transcript letters of the language. In essence transcriptions can evolve in any number of ways with varying pros and cons. In the case of Chinese its simplified to one character that represent the meaning. The question is which direction a language should take, for its digital survival? Should it expand its body of symbols for the benefit of compressing words with potential faster read with lower footprint? Or should it canonicalize the symbols instead for the benefit of faster acquisition and simpler encoding purposes?

It’s often hard to propose and argue a case for change to a script, especially in the context of number of alphabets, against a system that has been time tested and in adopted usage. There must indeed be a timely persuasive need. It’s context of the time and the need that essentially drives the changes to the transcriptions that can be justified. As opposed to being a vanity project with ambitions of either assumed simplification or beautification of a language based on logic or otherwise.

A language is a fluid concept especially in the context of phonetic as it changes with time, often deviating from the transcriptions or stricter form of phonetic orthography. However, its desirable, changes don’t induce any structural changes and are well rooted in the tradition and structure of the language.

However, we must recognise Tamil must address the “technical adaptation problem” for its digital survival.

Adaptation problem is not much of a problem of digitisation in the sense of encoding. As described earlier, it’s a problem where reintroduction of learning or adaptation need to happen for transition to digital usage. It touches on much wider aspects.

The most obvious being the disruption and inefficiency it causes for casual or otherwise textual communication, which has become paramount in the current digital world. Consider a simple case of typing $\text{மாதா} (\text{ama})$ meaning mother.

Assuming a Tamil 99 Standard (Tamil elibrary), Following Steps will have to be Taken

Step 1: Select a vowel $\text{ஆ}$ – first letter.
Step 2: Select the compound letter ($\text{உ}$) corresponding to the consonant you need ($\text{உ}$). (Since consonants are represented by the first compound letters that’s combined with a default vowel)
Step 3: From that compound letter select the consonant, based on selection provided or by other similar mechanism. (In some cases, its obtained by long or double pressing the key)
Step 4: For the next compound letter ($\text{நதி}$), select the related compound letter that represents the related consonant letter ($\text{நதி}$).
Step 5: Then select the compound letter ($\text{நதி}$) from the prompted set. In some cases select the associated vowel that need to be combined with the consonant to form the compound needed compound letter!

The above requires special keyboard arrangement with additional computational cost to pop characters
in context. That is in addition to the thinking or organisational cost in a non-trivial manner. A typical writer in Tamil does not need to think of related consonant, vowel to write compound letters.

In contrast to the above, to type “mother” in English you don’t need any explanation of any steps. There is only one step explanation to type in the characters that are always present.

This is indeed a significant hurdle as users will often opt for easier language option should as per their proficiency.

Since Tamil uses templating based Unicode system for bare consonants and compound letters (except for the default compound letters that is formed with ீ), it requires selection of multiple Unicode items to form a single character.

As a result of these modifiers, a character may appear as one but takes more than 16 bit to represent as it combines multiple Unicode. This is highly inefficient, especially given the high frequency of compound letters in the language. It also severely hinders programmability using Tamil, making it utterly inadequate for the digital world. Ex: மபநீணைமாண் looks like it should have seven letters. However, according to Unicode, this name has twelve characters: ம ப ந ம ந ம ம ம ந ம ம ம ந ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம ம
with alleviating some of the issues, should one be brave enough to embrace. Consider the Tamil Brahmi script.

If we are to hold the premise true that the script is simply to provide transcription to the sound of language, then any script that sufficiently demonstrates the variation of sound, primarily of vowels and consonants, then can fulfil as the alphabets for that language. However, there are two key fundamental aspects we can expect such transcriptions to fulfil.

Orthography and Structural Support for the Phonetics

Intention here is to say there should be sufficiently separate and number of symbols to capture all variation of the spoken sound of the language (i.e: number of graphemes with clear different identities must exist to map phonemes of the language). Naturally, one can also expect these symbols to carry some level of similarity reflecting the similarity in sound. Ex: ம, ம் are transcribed as similar looking symbols because they well aid the capture of the same vowel sound with short and long variation. The other key aspect is the support for syllabic structure that aids with the execution of the pronunciation of the word. In other words, there can also be rules at the symbolic level (as in compound letters of Tamil) to support and enhance the orthography. Essential this superficially shows the potential path script may have evolved with the sounds of the language.

Simplicity

Simplicity or complexity is a relative concept and the evolution of a language can be stated, by definition, choses path of least resistance and simplicity. However, based on a chosen framework different language can be compared to propose an idea of simplicity. In this context one could propose a definition of simplicity based on the following.

Typographic Simplicity

The graphic appearance of the symbols must be simple. We can define that by number of strokes one as to do in the form of curve or line to complete a letter. Letter “A” can be stated to have three strokes. Letter “ம” can be said to have five strokes.

Simplicity in Symbol Variation

Additionally, we can also state no or minimum need for modifiers as other measure of typographic simplicity. Tamil has several modifiers as shown below (Wikipedia: தமிழ் உயிரியல்).

![Tamil Symbol Variations](image)

The above modifiers only illustrate how a symbol is manipulated to take different letter form to represent the sound of the language. When such modifiers are not intuitive then increases the typographic complexity. For example Tamil has syllabic letters that are compound letters (அ) of consonants (ஆ) and vowels (எ) that are explicitly transcribed. In the case of same consonant (ஆ) combined with another vowel (எ) the compound letters is transcribed as (அஎ). The modification of this nature, while it’s the result of the language evolution, is extensive and is not intuitive as to the meaning of such modification. The current Unicode system provided the following templates for the modification of the consonants, while representing the vowels as such.

,  ப,  ப்,  பி,  பி்,  பி்்,  பி்்்,  பி்்்் As shown earlier these modifiers as they form superscript and subscript also breaks the line of writing, making the types otherwise more loaded.

Learning Simplicity

More complex typography and a large number of transcribed symbols in a language will add to the burden of learning (Miton and Morin). This

---
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is a relative measure. If we restrict the definition of learning simplicity to identification and memorisation of symbols and immediate application of it to pronounce or read with ease then we can see the merit of this measure. A language will have a learning advantage, certainly among adult learners, if its symbols can be learnt and read, sustainably, within few hours or in matter of days. As will be shown, this doesn’t have to be a pipedream. The idea that a native language speaker is illiterate because there is difficulty in reading or writing of their language must be challenged vehemently indeed. (By that definition of literacy Buddha must also have been illiterate, as are many other scholars!).

Symbol Entropic Simplicity

As illustrated earlier, this is a measure of the digital footprint of the language purely from the symbols that it hosts. It simply depends on two key factors, 1. Number of symbols 2. Frequency of such symbols. It suffices to say the first will weigh in heavily to influence the measure negatively.

Considering orthography and simplicity as key fundamental needs allows for an interesting comparison with the parent script of Tamil namely the Tamil-Brahmi.

Brahmi letters that correspond to Tamil vowels and consonants are given below.

Below shows the evolution Tamil script from Brahmi script (Reg 10).

Following observations can be noted.
1. Although, language and its symbol system has been evolving, there is a consistency in the basic consonants and vowels.
2. Symbol structures seem to have preferring evolutionary tendency towards curvy symbols from linear symbols.
3. While there are exceptions, Tamil Brahmi symbols still visibly capture the essence of the modern Tamil symbol and is still visibly recognisable as such. For example, the essence of அ can be caught in its linear strokes like ஐ, which is very similar to the Brahmi script.
4. Brahmi scripts are typographically simpler by the number of strokes involved in the letters.
5. Brahmi letters seem to capture variation and modifications in simpler way. For example, in the case of vowels, short and long form is differentiated by addition on a line as shown below.
6. As another example, the compound letter formed from consonant ஫ (Brahmi) and vowel ஐ is simply a visual combination of respective consonant and the vowel in Brahmi as தொ. This is unlike the Tamil version ஫ where the modification is done to the consonant varying
greatly from the inherent vowel. In other words, in majority of the cases in Brahmi, compound letters can be constructed from the existing basic line strokes by keeping to the same line of writing.

A Look at Korean – A Sister Language in Phonetic and Symbols

“Hangul must surely rank as one of the great intellectual achievements of Mankind” (Sampson p. 165).

Sampson continues, “[w]e know this [to have a better alphabet] because there is an alphabet that is about as far along the road towards perfection as any alphabet is likely to get” (pp. 108–109). He goes on to indicate “[i]n its simplicity, efficiency and elegance, this alphabet is alphabet’s epitome, a star among alphabets, a national treasure for Koreans…” (Sampson p. 109).

There is indeed no better language script worth looking into than Hangul, when considering any simplification or changes to a script of any language. Hangul is one of the most successful, simpler alphabet systems that’s man made. This is not to say the hangul script can be adopted to successfully transcript other languages. Its elegance, simplicity and structure are the ones worth studying to guide the direction of change. In the context of Tamil, as will be seen, its relevance is even more important. While there is no research done demonstrating the potential commonality between Korean and Tamil, they do share significant phonetic correlation in addition to the basic language structures (Tulkens et al.). Moreover, as shown below hangul, following a line-based approach to letters, has striking similarities with Tamil-Brahmi script. It shows the likelihood that creators of hangul may have studied Brahmi scripts.

Hangul has 21 vowels and 19 consonants. Following also shows the structural similarities of both the languages.

Following can be Noted

1. It’s designed from the ground up for people to learn and write easily. “A wise man can acquaint himself with them before the morning is over; even a stupid man can learn them in the space of ten days.”
2. Hangul follows well intentioned line-based transcriptions that’s said to mimics the shape of tongue when uttering the sound. Ex: ㄱ representing the [k] sound geometrically describes its tongue back raised representing the [m] sound geometrically describes a closed mouth.

3. Hangul follows predictable and consistent rule for transcribing similar sounding vowels or consonants (by adding an extra stroke, ex: ㅏㅗ ㅛㅑ ㅠㅕ) and by providing symmetrical opposites for other vowels sounds (ㅏㅓ ㅗㅜ ㅐㅔ ㅗㅜ) for “aaa” ㅗ for “ooo”)

4. Hangul also supports syllable blocks that’s similar to compound letters in Tamil. Although these blocks are not transcribed explicitly by separate characters, they are pre-composed and added to Unicode character code. Ex: 가 where ㄱ “k” is the consonant, and ㅏ “ah” is the vowel. It is pronounced “Kah”. 고 where ㄱ “k” is the consonant, and ㅗ “oh” is the vowel. It is pronounced “Koh.”

Notice blocks are created by consonant vowel combination that is arranged in adjacent (ㄱㅏ) if the vowel is vertical and or with vowel written under consonant (ㄱㅗ) if the vowel is horizontal. In that way the compound syllables are formed by direct combination. Simplified keypad is formed with either 17 or 9 keys, simplifying the 40 letters. As a result, there is a contextual overhead during the typing of hangul using these keypads, although they are relatively simple as its based on identifiable symbols not based on templated approach.

Proposal to change the Tamil transcription.

The problem of current inadequacy of Tamil in the context of the fast emerging technological world, certainly warrants a rethink in terms of its transcriptions. Tamil is a rich and beautiful language with enviable traditions and literature. There is much more to discover in terms of its structure and potential applications. Hence the persuasion to make Tamil more relevant and simpler is even more important.

Based on the discussions, following simple but highly desirable goals can be set.

1. Make Tamil easy to read and write. Make it intuitive enough so that it can be learnt to read and write within a day. This is not a goal to teach vocabulary or mastery of the language. The aim is to simplify and optimize the letter system to the maximum possible extent so that it places lesser demand on the cognitive faculties.

2. Make Tamil one of the easiest languages to use in the technological world. This is to say, it should be simpler not just for faster texting, faster adaptation but also from a smaller footprint and computational (algorithmic friendly language) perspective.

3. Ensure the rigor and consistency of Tamil is preserved.

What is profoundly interesting is that one can set about achieving the above goals without having to resort to a radically new approach that may end up significantly deviating from the heritage of the language. Tamil-Brahmi scripts in its ancient simpler form gives sufficient clues to the possibilities. In other words, all one must consider is the natural reduction towards Brahmi script that in essence is indeed nothing but Tamil letters but are in a much simpler form. The approach considered here is to compare and if possible align such changes with the modern hangul scripts to borrow the proven innovations that underlies the hangul scripts.

Simplification of Vowel transcriptions

It’s the vowels that modify the consonant to form the compound letters. In fact, all the modifiers (ㅏ, ㅑ, ㅓ, ㅕ, ㅗ, ㅛ, ㅜ, ㅠ, ㅡ, ㅣ, ㅋ, ㅌ, ㅍ, ㅎ, ㄲ, ㄸ, ㅃ, ㅆ, ㅉ) that are identified for Unicode purposes have direct correspondence to the respective vowels that modifies the consonants. It begs the question, why can’t those modifiers
themselves be used as vowel transcriptions? In such a case compound letters will be identifiable as syllabic letters in its form as in the case of hangul, hence eliminating the additional explicit transcriptions of the compound letters. Unfortunately, these modifiers show a complex form as shown in the table below. If we are to avoid using such modifiers for vowels, any other proposal for transcription must also be simple enough to represent as modifiers for compound letters so that compounding can be visibly transparent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Brahmi</th>
<th>Korean without “O”</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
<th>Reasoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>आ</td>
<td>ḍ</td>
<td>ㅏ</td>
<td>ㅏ</td>
<td>1. If we abandon the curvy aspects we end up with a vertical line and a horizontal line to represent आ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>इ</td>
<td>ᵇ</td>
<td>ㅑ</td>
<td>ㅑ</td>
<td>2. The additional horizontal line in modifier is used to show the long form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ḍ</td>
<td>ㅓ</td>
<td>ㅓ</td>
<td>3. Correspondence with hangul (avoiding conflict with ㅏ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>ᴅ</td>
<td>ㅗ</td>
<td>ㅗ</td>
<td>4. The Brahmi letter is deviation from both tamil and the chosen letter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. For आ, ㅏ is used with any aspect that can be used to double up to indicate longer version, unlike ㅏ, it could have been given with single dot. It was avoided to avoid confusion to the letter ㅏ.

3. Unfortunately, the Brahmi letter is deviation from both tamil and the chosen letter.

2. Typographic simplification by reducing letters by adopting Tamil Brahmi letters. (ex: glyph represented as ㅏ)

3. Proposed transcription is extensive since it is aimed in such a way the vowels themselves can also be modifiers. That is, they should be easier to combine with consonants to show compound letter forms. (ex: for ओ).

In summary above proposes the following changes

1. Similar sounds (short and long form) are separated with symbol with simpler modifier differentiating them (ex: ㅏ, ㅑ for आ, ㅏ). The modifier used in this case in the form of additional “-” is used mostly across all the short and long vowel forms (ex: ㅓ, ㅓ are given as ㅗ, ㅗ with extra “-” separating the form).
simple where both letters are represented by just touching each other.

**Simplification of Consonants**

As shown above changes are minimized only to flatten the letters and to make similar sounding letters also look similar. These changes are indicative and principally identifies where the changes are needed. In this sense there is a graphic or significant topographic change exist between vowels and consonants.

![Table of Simplification of Consonants](image)

**Simplification of Compound Letters**

As a possible illustration, the compound letters are formed by simply joining the vowels and consonants together. Since consonant letters and vowels can appear in a word on their own, the compound form is differentiated by ensuring both letters are touching each other.
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Following can be noted
1. Although a syllabic form like hangul is prescribed, it doesn’t propose more complex syllabic block structure or batchim like arrangement. Following on from the compound of Tamil, it only makes compound nature more transparent by explicitly showing the vowels inherent in the consonant. This helps simplify the encoding as each vowel itself can act as modifiers, hence removing the need for separate modifier extensions. It’s nothing but a ligature that occurs by graphemes or letters that are joined to form a single glyph.
2. It also simplifies different font creation processes. There is no need to ensure modifiers fit within the font representation, not to mention the simplicity gained in rendering the font (lower units per eM).
3. These compound letters can also be precomposed. In other words, they can also be treated as separate symbols on their own. In this way normalization needed for algorithmic manipulation can be simplified (Unicode collation algorithm for sorting and comparing etc).

Summary Assessment
Learning to Read and Write is Simplified
Since compound letters are ligatures formed by explicitly combining the consonant with vowels, there is no need for the separate visual identification for the compound letters, albeit retaining the syllabic or combined nature. It immediately reduces the recognition or learning memory to 30 vowels and consonants.

Since vowels are further simplified by representing the similar sounds with similar symbols with consistent modification (additional dash) to show the variation, the symbol recognition can be reduced to 7. Similarly, consonants are simplified to 13 distinctive symbols as shown below. From this perspective distinctive symbols that need to be recognised are reduced to 20.

Furthermore, there are emerging research suggesting line based writing rather than curve based writing may improve the comprehension and response time in addition to favouring for dyslexic children (Guan).

Well Oriented for Digital Adoption
When a character and a modifier combine to form a new character, it effectively forms two letters in one.

For simplicity let’s assume UTF-8 encoding. The English language will require 56 letters (including capital letters) to be encoded taking up 56 bytes. In Tamil, there are 30 vowels and consonant letters and 216 compound letters. Since compound letters are not precomposed but combined by using 14 modifiers, it takes 44 bytes to represent. However, Each compound letter is formed by two individual letters (combination of 18 consonants with 14
modifiers). Hence each compound letter will take up 2 bytes and 432 in all to render. That makes the total bytes to 462 bytes in all to represent Tamil.

This has a serious computational impact. Imagine if we must load the character set into an array for string manipulation, not to mention the collation algorithm that had to be run? It will have both memory and algorithmic complexity that many fold higher than for English.

Simplification sought character set doesn’t necessarily negate all the problems. However, it offers alternative possibilities to treat the compound syllables as individual characters for all sort of algorithmic manipulation, potentially reducing the memory footprint required.

Moreover, the key simplification in vowels, while allowing for a variety of fonts and writing style, retains a much simpler form for recognition, not just from human learning but also from camera based artificial recognitions. And that is critically important in the world of things like driver less cars and other many upcoming intelligent solutions that increasingly rely on the flexibility of camera eye or visual recognition. For example orthographic neighborhood effects can be used to show the advantages of the suggested changes over existing scripts. It will also help avoid potential financial infrastructure changes, not to mention the criticality of performance. Simplified approach brings the language closer so leverage other technical innovation for things like parsing, machine learning, searching etc

From a typing perspective, very least it makes it more intuitive to deal with compound letters by negating the need for additional learning or so called “mental model” needed for compound letters. For example, a user doesn’t need to know Ꜫ Ꜵ ꜫ Ꜭ must be derived from Ꜫ and ꜱ. A shift function that may be needed for bringing a compound letter can be drawn parallel with the capitalisation shift for English. Such solutions are not derived here.

Conclusion

Above is a direct bold imagination to rethink the Tamil alphabets, inspired from the need for change to make a digitally savvy language. To practically execute such a transition, it may require more studies and even multiple intermediary stages. The idea here is to demonstrate the inadequacy in comparison to other languages and to highlight the urgency to modernize to make it better suited to tomorrow’s world from the perspective of Typing, editing, manipulating (employment of other language models and algorithms, reading and visual computer recognition).

Fortunately, Tamil Brahmi letters offer much needed simplicity while preserving the correspondence to the modern Tamil form. Hangul, while also similar, offers innovative possibilities and benchmarks for comparison. Within this context, possibilities of changes to the Tamil alphabet are proposed on the outset.

Vowels are considered for substantial changes for their need to also act as modifiers to represent the compound letters transparently. Consonants are taken as such except for simplifying them for phonetically similar sounds and to flatten the letters to preserve line of writing.
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